
FOX II – Riva Rivale 56



Perfect for those who love spending their holidays at sea and those who

enjoy unforgettable day cruises, the 56’ Rivale is unrivaled.

10 guests can enjoy her during the day whilst she can sleeps 4 guests in 2

cabins. Crew of 2 members.

To some, she will no doubt be simply a magnificent day-boat. But anyone

looking to spend more time onboard will find her superbly comfortable, with

a lavish amidships full beam owner’s suite, a further forward guest cabin and

a separate crew cabin, with high headroom throughout and all finished in

that inimitable Riva Style.

Up on deck, the 56 Rivale is equally impressive, with a huge and very classy

cockpit, sumptuous seating and loungers, and a powered Bimini to provide

shade when needed.

With her sportscar handlings and capable of nearly 40 knots, the 56 Rivale

is also tremendously fun. Full of charm, power and technology, it

immediately conveys elegance and sport. The sleek, glazed windows run

seamlessly across the hull with flush portholes, enabling those onboard to

feel truly part of the sea, and the bold metallic of the exterior is joined with

sleek steel elements and teak detailing. A further touch in style that

distinguishes the Rivale: the unique windshield protecting the helm.

The utmost attention to detail is also proofed by the foldable sunshade on

her generous bow, which spends not only shade, but provides privacy, while

enjoying sunbathing on the comfortable sunpads.

4 Guests

Crew of 2
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SPECIFICATIONS

Length: 17.27 metres ( 56’)

Beam: 4,74 metres ( 14’.66’’)

Draft: 1.45 metres ( 4’75’’)

Number of crew: 2

Built: 2020

Builder: Riva

Naval architect: Shipyard

Flag: Italian

Hull construction: GPR

Hull configuration:Planning

Engines: MAN V8 - 1200

Generators:

Cruising speed: 27 kn

Fuel Consumption: 350 lt/hr at 27kn

TBC

EQUIPMENT

ACCOMMODATION

Cabin configuration:

1 amidship full beam Owner Suite with ensuite head

1 forward Vip double bedded cabin with ensuite toilet

TBC

WATER SPORTS
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Exterior Salon further view



Salon further view Exterior 



Vip CabinInterior



Vip Cabin further viewInterior



Owner SuiteInterior
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